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ANCIENT INDIAN KNOWLEDGE OF MATERNAL AND
CHILD HEALTH CARE: A MEDICO-HISTORICAL

INTROSPECTION OF AYURYEDA
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ABSTRACT
History of health care dates back to Indus civilization in Indian context,

but the attention towards mother and child care started from Vedic age. Earliest
available evidence of maternal and child care can be seen from Rgvcds and Yojurvede.
In Ath erve vc de, concepts described about the conception. fetal development,
mechanism of labour, management of parturition. Brsbmsne like Ssrspsth« Briihmsnu,
Ait erey« Brlihmen a, Upe nis a ds like Gerbh op s ms ad, Cbsnaogyopunised and
l"iiriiyan6paflJ~ad also dealt in detail about the maternal and child care. Ayurveda, the
comprehensive Indian system of health care is based on strong research orientation:
Ksumiirsbhrtyu (Maternal and Child health care) is fully evaluated as an area of
specialization. It has laid importance starting from selection of woman for procreation
and importance of semen in creating a high quality offspring. intra-parium to neonatal
care. Number of SaIi1skiira (Gestational rites) described to protect and develop the
child especially Pumsevsns ssmsksrs. Simsntonnsyens samskars. Anovalobhsna ssmskera
and the importance of nourishment of pregnant woman is also very well identified.
The ancient scriptures, vividly described about the mechanism of labour and concepts,
know-how to midwives to manage the parturition.

The Vedic literature and Ayurveda, describes the Sumsk sra (rites) to be
followed in child health care from Navajiita (neonatal) stage to Kumiira (adolescent)
such as iiitakarma (neonatal care). Medhiijanana (instilling intelligence to infant).
Nemskeren» (Naming), Niskramans (coming out of home), Annsprssans (introduction
of solid food), Vidhyiirambha (Schooling).

Introduction

History of health care dates back to Indus civilization in Indian context, but the
attention towards mother and child care started from Vedic age. Earliest available evidence
of maternal and child care can be seen from Rgvede. In Yajurveda and Atharvaveda
plenty of references about the maternal and child care have been described In a
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comprehensive manner. After SaIi7hitii,Brahmans like Satapatha Briihmsns and Aitsrey»
Brsbmsns are also thrown much light on this subject. Upanisads like Garbhopsnised,
Cnsndogyopsnissd and NiiriiyalJopam~ad also dealt in detail about the maternal and
child care. Ayurveda the Science of Life (the combination of two words-Ayu-Life and
Veda-Knowledge) is one of the most ancient and complete system of medical sciences
of the world. It is considered as the Upaveda of Atharvaveda and has its origin from
Veda, the oldest recorded wisdom on the earth. Ayurveda has been evaluated on par or
before the Greek medical systems.

The apotheosis of motherhood has reached a greater height in India than any
where else on the globe. Motherhood played a very significant role in ancient India. In
the field of eugenics ancient Indian wisdom is advanced and care is taken in every
aspect of creation of offspring. Importance is laid starting from selection of woman
for procreation and importance of semen in creating a high quality offspring, intra-
partum care to neonatal care. Number of Garbha ssmsksra (Gestation rites) described
to protect and develop the child, important among them are Pumssvsns ssriiskiirs,
Simsntormaysns ssmskiire. Some minor rites like Anevelobbene satnsksrs is advised
to carry out to prevent the miscarriage in Asvslsysn» grhyastltra. Importance of
nourishment of pregnant woman is also very well identified in the Atharvaveda. Vivid
descriptions about the mechanism of labour and instructions to labour attendants to
carry out safe delivery are available from Atharvavedic period onwards.

Ayurveda, the comprehensive Indian system of life care is far advanced and
evaluated as 8 specialized branches of medical science, in comparison to the existing
systems of medicine. The maternal and child care is fully evaluated as a specialization
in Ayurveda as Ksumtirsbhrtys. In regard to maternal care, concept of eugenics,
embryology, antenatal care, intra-partum care and post-natal care are highly scientific
and more practical.

About the child care, in Veda and Upsnissd and Ayurveda, rites to follow from
child birth to the schooling are described. Important among them is fiitakarma ssmskiirs,
which is to be performed immediately after birth. Some minor rites such as Visnubsli
ssmsksrs, i.e. offerings of oblation to VI~lJu, followed by Medhiijanana semskiirs
which instills intelligence in the infant are also advised. Then Naming ceremony i.e.
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Nsmeksrsns ssmsksr» is advised. Other ceremonies advised are Niskrsmsns,
Annsprssene, Vsrsevsrdhsns, Cauia, Vidhysrambhe samskiira.

VEDIC PERIOD

Vedas are considered as earliest recorded evidence of wisdom on the earth.
Among the four Veda, Atharvaveda is dealing more with Health management which
includes Maternity and child health care. In Rgveds and Yajurveda also scattered
references are available. There are references about the anatomy and physiology of
genital organs, conception, and delivery. Child care also dealt elaborately and includes
newborn care, mile stones and management of children diseases.

YAJURVEDA

Anatomical concepts: In Yajurveda, V!$aI)ff is considered as seat of Retss in male.
The word Yoni is used to denote ksetrs' (Garbhasaya) i.e. uterus, the word Bhasat is
used to denote female genital organs and Andsu is used to denote ovaries. Male genital
organ is identified as responsible for discharge of retss (semen) as well as mutrs
(urine) 2.

Physiology of conception: Significance of Rtuksl« is identified and said as essential for
conception". Agnidev» is described as responsible for giving potent male child and
prayers advised to offer along with Somsrsss'.

Concept of Fetal Development: The seat of fetus is described as Upastha (uterus) in
the mother" The layer which covers Garbha is named as Jarsyu', It is said that
goddess fala should be prayed to nourish the fetus in best way and Priti', Nutrition for
the achievement of high quality progeny is suggested', It is described that Nebh] is
supplying nourishment to the fetus". Niibhi i« considered as possks and prsrisdhsrsks
to the fetus. Fetal nourishment occurs through the tuibhi from mother to fetus'.

flGVEDA

Anatomy: In this Veda also there are references about the genital organs; different
names are given for different organs. Upastha word is used to denote vagina and
uterus. The word Bhsmsss is used to denote female genital organs and word SroI)i is
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used to denote pelvis!", The term Yoru is used to denote uterus/reproductive tract,
word Garbha is used to denote embryo.

Abortion: Rsksass (evil causes) named Amiva and Durruims are identified as destroyers
of Garbha (embryo) and these can cause abortion of fetus or still births!", Prayers
offered to god to destroy the Rskssse like Amiva and Durruims like evil causes and
prevent destruction of Garbha (embryo). The Reksasa are said to attack during sleep
or through darkness 10.

Antenatal care: Details about formation of Garbha in the maternal womb is described
and said that, invoking of Visnu, Prejspsti, Sinivalt~ Ssrssvsti and Asvini deities help
in the formation and maintenance of Garbha (embryo). Gestational age is considered as
9 months and IO" month is considered as the month of delivery"

Mechanism of labour: An invocation to induce contractions in uterus during the time of
delivery is described to facilitate normal labour and similarity is given that, 'as wind
ruffles in the pool of lotus on every side', in the similar fashion uterus also get stimulated
and the foetus will come down 10 during tenth month. Similar to the agitation in the
wind, garden, ocean, uterus also get agitate to descend the ten months gestation covered
by Jsrsyu (fetal membranes), to deliver the fetus. Explanation is given about the child's
passage from womb to outside and said that, the child who has reposed for ten months
in the bosom of his mother, come forth, alive unharmed as a living form of a living
parent.

A THAR VA VEDA

Anatomy: Upastha word is used to denote vagina and uterus. Yoni word is used many
number of times to denote entire reproductive tract'.

Eugenics: The able bodied man is only advised to use to get laudable progeny, whose
Retss is culled from mountains, cloud, air and atmospheric light'. In this text, it is also
said that like the earth conceive the germ of all the beings, in a similar way germ laid by
the male into female causes achievement of conception'. It is said that an able bodied
man only should co-habitat with a calm, tranquil woman and this ceremony produces
son'. In this context, main stress is laid on the essentiality of tranquility of mind of
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mother, to achieve conception. Source of getting son is described as the retss (semen)
of man, that too when he discharges semen into the woman's womb. In certain
conditions baby girl and under other conditions baby boy will born. The drug Apiimergs
is praised to cure infertility'.

Conception: Female is considered as field for conception (in whom Garbha formation
takes place). Fallopian tubes are named as GavinT and Yoni word is used to denote
reproductive tract'. During the mating of couple sukrs which is situated in the whole
body gets activated and comes into the Yoni of female through male urinary organ.
This act causes the formation of Garbha. Yoni is considered as the seat of Garbha.
The significance of rtuksls is also noted. Preparation of Yon! (reproductive organs) is
advised before deposition of Vtrya in the Yoni for the sake of conception. For proper
achievement of conception happiness and normal psychology of woman is considered
as important. Details about the drugs and other things which can protect the Prsjsvsti
stri (pregnant woman) have also described'. Father and agreeable mother are said as
competent to tend and foster the child in the womb.

Maternal care: Milk was advised to have as diet for the nourishment of fetus. Pregnant
woman is advised to beware of riiksess and krmi living in dwelling place, since they
may attack pregnant woman and causes abortion, trouble to fetus, stillbirths and neonatal
deaths. Krrni like Durnsms, AmTva are identified as causing abortion, intra-uterine
death etc', Remedy to kill these krmiis said as sun rays". Drugs Baja or Piriga (yellow
mustard) are identified as treatment for the krmi', For the treatment of Ksnvs krmi tue
drug Prsrupsrniis suggested as the remedy'.

Maternal Medication: Garbha protective drugs are advised to use by the pregnant
woman'.

Embryology: Garbha said as the result of copulation of female and male. Garbha is
covered by Jsrsyu and U/ba inside the Yoni. Importance of eugenics also noted and
said that maternal nutrition and health of woman is important to get a high quality
offspring.

Purhsavanakarma: Objective of this ceremony is producing male offspring and it will
certainly produce a son. Man has to instill semen into woman'. In this context reason
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for procreation is explained that the man who possess the semen, discharge his semen
into the woman, is as the source of getting a son and it is the ordain of the God, who is
the lord of humanity'. Born offspring will be female in certain circumstances and will
be male in certain circumstances'. The drug Asvstts grown over a SamFtree is advised
to use for Pumssvsnskerms',

Fetal nutrition: The forces of four regions of sky and earth are said as helpful in the
development of the fetus'. Ulba and Jsrsyu are two fetal layers described, of which
UJba was considered as protective layer and Jaaiyu to give shiny appearance to the
fetus. Mantra and oblations are also advised to enchant for the protection and maintenance
of fetus. Man is said to get power to produce laudable progeny, from mountainous
medicines, from the cloud, air and light of the atmosphere, and from each of his limbs'.
Mantra is described to enchant for the fetal development meaning of which is - 'Conceive,
o abstenious wife, conceive. 0 learned wife. May both the invigorating day and night,
fully develop the child in thy womb". In this context it is also said that Mitra, Vsruns,
Brhaspati. Indrs, Agni etc will help in the development of the child fully',

Delivery: Ten months of time is said as period of gestation. Details about mechanism
and management of labour are described elaborately. To get relieved from difficulties of
labour, certain oblations and enchanting of mantra are advised.

Time of onset of labour: IO" month of gestation is said as the period for delivery'.

Cause of onset of labour: Vala is identified as important factor in the process of labour.
It is described that, the god Vssst, who is the creator of the universe. helps in the
delivery of the child and who knows the Jaws of eugenics and keep loose the joints and
organs of delivery in female:'. The forces of nature residing in four regions of sky and
earth helps the child to get relieve from the bonds of the coverings of the womb'. It is
stated that the parturient woman suffer with pain abdomen during parturition'.

Counseling of the mother: It is advised to the experienced women who are attending
the labour to give following instructions to the parturient woman:'; I) to keep her organs
loose and soft (organs participating in delivery) 2) to remain brave, happy and patient.

Mechanism of labour: It is said that in the process of delivery. Garbha is being make
svtinmukh« by Vl~'kaJior Prssutimsruts. In the process of expulsion and descent of
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fetus, relaxation of pelvic joints, propelling forces necessity is identified. To hasten the
process of labour, artificial rupture of Jarsyu, dilatation of Yoni etc is advised.
Experienced women who are attending the labour suggested to dilate the Yoni (vaginal
canal):'. Midwife woman, during parturition, is advised to do dilatation or expansion of
Yoni and Gavfnike in order to assist in the process of labour. First separation of fetus
from mother and separation of placenta is advised:'.

Placental attachment: It is described that placenta is attached superficially and not
attached to truimss (flesh), ptbssi (fat), and maj/a (marrow). Texture of the placenta is
said as soft. Expulsion of Jsrsyu. after the delivery of fetus is said as desirable and
normal'.

BRAHMAlYA

Briihmsns are the ancient texts and part of Hindu Srutiliterature and containing
commentaries of four Vedas. Deal mainly with rituals of social and religious aspects of
life. In these books references are also available about the subject matter of this article.
Each Vedic Sakha had its own Briihrnsns; a total of 19 Brshmens are in existence at
least in their entirety such as two associated with the Rgvede. six with the Yajurveda,
ten with the Samaveda and one with the Atharvaveda.

SA TAPA THA BRAHMAlYA

Anatomy of genital organs: The words Yom) and Upssths" are used to denote internal
and external genital organs. Location of Yoni is identified as middle part of the body
below in the Udara (abdomen) and is attached to abdomen by rruimss (muscle)'.

Eugenics: As a part of eugenics, the procedure to select a marriageable girl is described'.
Psychology prevailed during the time of coitus is said as the influencing factor on the
psychology of embryo'.

Conception: The coital act is considered as pious since it is aimed to create a progeny".
The process of coupling is advised to achieve conception. During which male Retss
gets deposited in the Yoni of female and united with SO(Jita to form Garone: The
Retss is identified as most important thing for the achievement of conception'.
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Formation of Embryo: The Retss, which is fallen into Yoni during the process of
copulation, gets implanted in Yoniin the process of conceptions. All the body parts
present in the embryo is present in the Retss in minute form, so it is understood that,
embryo develops parts from the minute parts present in the Reiss>. Soma is the factor
which imparts Prsna (life) to the embryos. The body humor Vayu is identified as the
transformer of B{ja into Yoni>.

Development of Embryo: Pesicsmetuibhiite are identified as playing role in the formation
of embryo. Agni mehiibhiit« is said as the growth promoter in the embryo, which
transforms the fetus into lump and Vayu mshiibhut« said as the movement giver to the
embryo and converts the embryo into solid mass'. All these factors together make the
Garbha to grow in the Yoni and make it ready for delivery.

Fetal development: Similar to the way of milk spilling, when seed is shed then it gets
implanted in the womb; and when it is implanted then only birth of offspring takes
place. Here milk is described to mean seed and earth as wombs. Body parts of fetus do
not develop simultaneously; they develop one after another and grow inside the Yoni.
In correspondence to the growth of the fetus, Yon! also grows. Sometimes the embryo
size may be smaller or larger than the normal sizes. God Aditye and Maruf' are identified
as protectors of the fetuses.

Fetal membranes: The embryo is covered with UJba(vemix caseosa) and iarayu(amnion
and chorian), function of these two membranes is identified as fetal protections.

Position of fetus: Position of fetus inside the womb is described as universally flexed
attitude".

Ante Natal Care: The persons desirous of having vigorous son suggested not to eat in
the presence of their wives'. Congenital anomalies are said to occur due to eating of
cow's flesh". Under this Pumsevsnaksrms semsksrs is advised if couple is having
desire to have male child. For Pumssvansksrms procedure to perform oblations along
with the enchanting of mantras is described. For the purpose of Pumssvsns. RaktasaJi
cooked in the milk of red cow having calf in red colour, is advised to use during the
RohilJi nsk sstrs period. Second recipe prepared with K!~!Ja svsstiks rice, prepared in
the black colored cow's milk having black colored calf and is advised to have during
first fortnight of the lunar month'.
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Abortion: Expulsion of fetus during fifth or sixth month is called as Saivo and induction
of abortion was considered as a sin'. Rsksas» were identified as the reason for fetal
loss 5. Adity» and Msrut were identified as protectors of fetuses'.

UPANI$AD

The Upsnised are continuation of Vedic philosophy and dealt with many
branches of science, which includes Embryology also. These constitute the core teachings
of Vedanta. In these scriptures, especially in Gsrbhopsnised, Brbedopenised,
Chsndogyopanissd, detailed description about the formation of embryo, development
of fetus etc has been mentioned.

GARBHOPANI$AD

Formation of embryo: Proper conduction of cohabitation is advised for the formation
of fetus by the union of sukrs and sonita. Similar or dissimilar features of the fetus are
formed by the influence of time, place, action, substance and enjoyment. A womb with
development of one embryo is said as the common phenomena".

Formation of twins and multiple embryos are said as the result of action of
Vayu. Due to the action of Vayu number of embryos in the womb will be decided.
When the sukrs mass breaks into two parts, then formation of male twin said to takes
place. In the same manner when the mass of sukrs and sonite burst into two, then
mixed progeny (male and female) is the result. There is reference about the formation
of even five embryos. Formation of three embryo are said as rare phenomena as one in
a thousand.

Fetal abnormalities: Due to the frequent pouring of seminal fluid into the womb child is
said to born with greater number of limbs. When the pouring is only once, then the
child becomes dried up (or growth retarded).

Fetal development: According to this book, embryo is lying in the womb during the first
night, acquires gelatinous shape one night after conception, assumes Budbudsktirs
(bubble shape) after seven nights, Pinda (solid) shape after 15 days and becomes hard
after one month of time. In two months, the head is formed, in three months the feet
and in the fourth month, stomach, loins and ankle are formed. In the fifth month, the

••
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back (or spinal) bone and in the sixth month the face (nose, eyes, and ears) is formed.
It unites with the Jtvs (Atma) in the seventh month and quickens with life. During
eighth month all organs are formed completely, in the ninth it becomes fatty.

In the eighth month, in conjunction with the Paiica viita the Jtvs gets the
capacity to know its past affairs (of past births), conceives the imperishable Atmiin as
Om, through perfect knowledge and meditation. The body becomes complete in the
ninth month and remembers the past birth H.

Determination of sex: It said that Sukrs belongs to men and S01}jta to women, by the
dominance of the father's semen, the born child becomes male, a daughter is born
when the mother's seed dominates and if both are equal, a eunuch is born. Since
females have more of passion, on account of their deriving more pleasure (than males
from sexual union), a greater number of females are born. Here the action said to
corresponds to the mental state of the actor.

Congenital anomalies: Reason for congenital anomalies is explained and said that during
the time of impregnation, if the parents are agitated, the child will be born as blind,
crippled, hunch-backed or stunted in growth. If the couple has Viita vikrti, the semen
enters in two parts resulting in twins.

Fetal nourishment: Food and drink which is consumed by the mother, is transmitted
through her nsdt, nourishes and gives priin« to the child.

MUKTIKOPAM$AD:. This Upsnised mainly deals with the attainment of Jtvsnmukti
with the object of perfection of attaining the eternal bliss. This said to be achieved
through human efforts. Reference about the attainment of progeny through the
Putrsksmesti sacrifice is described".

CHANDOGYOPANI$AD:. In this Upsnissd there are references about the practice
of Giiyatrfmantra to obtain the child". Person who knows the Gsyetrs, keeps his
senses, is said to reach full life, lives long, becomes great with children.

Fetal Membranes: Two layers are covering the fetus. One is white membrane and other
is thin membrane and small veins are supplying to the fetus. Inside the uterus fetus is
lying in the fluid. These two layers can be considered as amnion and chorion and fluid
inside the uterus is amniotic fluid.
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G.{UlYASUTRA:The Grhyssiitrs, or domestic rules are a category of Sanskrit texts
prescribing vedic rituals mainly in relation to the rites of passage, such as marriage,
birth, name giving, etc., connected with simple offerings into the domestic fire.

SANKHYAYANA G.{?HYA SUTRA:

Eugenics: Characteristics of the desirable girl for conception is described in Grhyssutr»
very elaborately. The Girl, who possesses auspicious characteristics, proportionate limbs,
smooth hair, having two curls at her neck turned to the right' is eligible for conception.

Method of conjugation: Couple are advised to follow the below described method for
conjugation, the way which is similar to Rgvedic method; when the sun sets and polar-
star appears, man has to show polar-star with the words, 'Firm be thou, thriving with
me!' to the wife, and she has to say, 'I see the polar-star; may J obtain offspring.' First
three nights of menstrual flow both have to refrain from conjugal intercourse and have
to sleep on the ground and eat together boiled rice with curds 4.

To achieve the baby, liquid squeezed from the pounded root of the Adhysnd«
plant is advised to sprinkle at the time of her monthly period with the enchanting of
verses with svaha at the end of each, into her right nostril. Then man has to enchant the
verse 'the mouth of the Gandharva Visviivesu art thsu' with these words he has to
touch her, when he is about to cohabit with her.

Pumss vana karma: In the third month of pregnancy it is advised to perform the Pumss vana
karma i.e. the ceremony to secure the birth of a male child, during Pusys or Srsvsns
nsksstrs. For this purpose juice squeezed from Soma stalk or the last shoot of Nyagrodh»
is suggested to sprinkle into right nostril of wife with the four verses, with Svaha at the
end of each verse",

Gerbhsrskssna ssmskiirs: In the fourth month the Gsrbherskssns ceremony for the
protection of the embryo, is advised to carry out by sacrificing six oblations from a mess
of cooked food and pregnant woman limbs are advised to be smeared with Agy;f for the
protection of fetus.

Simsntonnsysns ssmskiirs: In the seventh month of first pregnancy, the Stmsntonnsyens
(parting of the hair) is advised to perform. Before performing the procedure. Garbhint
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should take bath and wear new garments and sit behind fire along with her husband.
Then he has to cook food or rice with mudga pulse then offer by enchanting 'may
Dhstsr give to his worshipper further life and safety; may obtain the favor of the god
whose laws are truthful'. Then the husband should part her hair, upwards, beginning
from the middle, with a porcupine's quill that has three white spots, or with a Darbha
needle together with unripe Udumbara fruits, with the words, •Bhilr bhuvsh svsh":

Gsrbhmtrukssns: To protect the living place of pregnant woman, it is advised to smear
the living place with pounded roots of the plants kakatanf, mahakakatan!, k6satakfin
order to drive away the Rskssss',

ltitakarma ssmsksrs: It is the ceremony performed for the new-born child. Father is
advised to breathe three times on the new-born child and then draw in his breath by
enchanting the following text, 'Draw in your breath with the .{?k, breathe within with
the Yagus, breathe forth with the Ssmsti. Father has to mix together butter and honey,
milk curds and water, or grind together rice and barley, and give to the child thrice from
a gold vessel".

Nemsksrsns samskera: By enchanting a verse father has to give a name to the child
beginning with a sonant, with a semivowel in it, consisting of two syllables, or of four
syllables, or also of six syllables; he should take a krt (suffix), not a taddhita. On the
tenth day a name for common use, which is pleasing to the Brahmans can be given".

Medhsjsnsne Ssmsksrs: The production of intelligence is performed by thrice saying
'speech!' in right ear of baby by father. This procedure is called as the Medhsjenens
ssmsktirs 4.

Annsprsssne Semsksm: In the sixth month the Annsprsssns i.e. the first feeding of
solid food is advised to carry out. For this purpose, if father is desirous of nourishment
of baby, goat's flesh, if desirous of holy luster, flesh of partridge, if desirous of swiftness,
fish, if desirous of splendor, boiled rice with ghee, prepared with milk, curds, honey,
and ghee, should be given to the child to eat. After that father has to made oblations".

Ctidskermsn Ssmskiire: After one year or third year the Cilcjakarman i.e. the tonsure
of the child's head should be performed. For a Ksatriys in the fifth year, for a Vaisya
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in the seventh year this sarhsktira should be performed. First of all anointment of
child's hair with fresh butter should be done, then young Kuse shoot to be placed
among the hairs with the words, 'Herb, protect him!' and then with copper razor tip of
the hair in the right side should cut and then Kuss shoot. In the same way hair should
cut a second time and third time. Similar procedure of hair cut should be repeated twice
on the left side",

Godtinakarman Semsksra: The shaving of beard is called Godtinakarman sarhsktira
and is advised to perform in the sixteenth or in the eighteenth year, procedure is identical
with the Cildtikarman ssmsksre' .

.4SVAL.4YANA G.8HYASOTRA

Stmsntonnsysne Ssmsksrs: In the fourth month of pregnancy the Simsntonnsysns is
advised to perform. It should be performed during the fortnight of the increasing moon,
when the moon stands in conjunction with a nsksatrs of masculine gender".

pARASKARA G.8HYASOTRA

Purhsavana Sarhsktira: This is advised to perform before child moves in mother's
womb i.e. in the second or third month of pregnancy. It should be performed on a day
in which the moon stands in conjunction with a naksstra of masculine gender, after
having fast, bath, and wearing new garments. For this purpose descending roots and
shoots of a Nysgrodhs tree is advised to use'.

Time of cohabitation for conception: After each of wife's monthly periods husband
has to lead her to his house, and should cohabit with her. Or else as and whenever he
likes, he can cohabit with his wife, until a child is born I. If wife does not conceive,
husband should, after having fast, during Pusysnsksstrs, root of a white-blooming
Sjmhfplant, on the fourth day of the wife's bath during the night time, crush it in water
and instill drops into her right nostril with the verse meaning; 'this herb is protecting,
overcoming, and powerful. May I, the son of this great (mother), obtain the name of a
father!' I.

Simsntonnsysns Sarnsktira: It is to be performed like the Purhsavana Sarhsktira during
the first pregnancy, in the sixth or eighth month. After offering cooked mess of sacrificial
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food, containing Tila and Mudga beans, husband is advised to part her hair with a
bunch containing even number of unripe Udumbara fruits, and with three bunches of
Darbha grass, with a porcupine's quill that has three white spots, with a stick of
Vtrstsr« wood, and with a full spindle, with the words, "Bhur bhuvah svsh.' I.

Medhsjsnsns Ssmskiirs; When the boy is born, father has to perform, before the
navel-string is cut off, the medhejsnens (production of intelligence) sarhskiira and the
iiyu$ya (rite for procuring long life) samsksrs with the recitation of the following
hymns; i) Sosys nttmadbhirubhyukseti, ejatu dessrnssys iti priigyasyaita iti.
ii) Athiivariivapatanam, avaitu prsni sevslsm sune jariiyvattave, naiva msmsens
ptvsrtm na kesmimscsruiyetsnsmsvs jariiyu psdystsmiti.

The Medhiijanana is performed in the following way - with fathers fourth finger and
with an instrument of gold he should give to the child honey and ghee, or ghee alone, to
eat. Then he should perform the Ayu$ya. For that near to the navel or right ear of baby,
father has to enchant the verse meaning of which is; "Agni is long-lived; through the
trees he is long-lived, soma is long-lived; through the herbs, the brahman is long-lived;
through the Brshmsns, gods are long-lived; through ambrosia (amrta), Rsi are long-
lived. through their observances; fathers are long-lived; through the Svadhii oblations,
sacrifice is long-lived; through sacrificial fee; ocean is long-lived, through the rivers,
by that long life I make thee long-lived' I.

GOB/LA GRHYASUTRA

Girls Selection for Marriage: A student, after he has studied the Vedas, has to offer a
present to his Guru then to take permission with parents, to take a wife, who does not
belong to the same Gotrs, and who is not a Sspind« relation of his mother'.

Ceremony of cohabitation: It should be done on the fourth day of monthly periods.
Having put wood on the fire, husband four times should sacrifice expiatory Agya oblations
and fifth oblation with the names of the four gods Agni, Viiyu. Csndrs, and Sury»
together. With that he should besmear wife's body with Agya, including her hair and
nails. After passing three days they have to cohabit".

Purhsavana Sarhskiira: The beginning of the third month of pregnancy is said as the
time for the Pumsavane ceremony to secure the birth of a son. The procedure is
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described as follows - in the morning wife after taking bath should sit down to the west
of the fire on northward-pointed Darbha grass, facing the east. Husband stand behind
her, and grasp down with his right hand over her right shoulder, and should touch the
uncovered place of her navel with the prescribed verse. Drugs advised to use are I).
three times seven barley corns or beans 2). Nyagn5dha, shoot grown in north-eastern
direction, which has fruits on both sides, which is not dry and not touched by worms?

SImantonnayana Ssmskiira: In the similar way described in the other Grhyssiitre, in
this also Stmsntsksrsus is advised to perform during first pregnancy, during the fourth,
or sixth, or eighth month of pregnancy?

Prasava paricaryii: In this Grhyssiitrs. sacrifices advised to perform for the woman
who is in labour are described. When the child is appearing at the outlet of vagina it is
advised to put Darbha grass round the fire and offer sacrifices with two Agya oblations
and labour attendants should tell to the woman that' a male will be born'.

Jiitskerms ssmsksrs: After the birth of the baby it is advised to apply the pounded rice
and barley with the thumb and the fourth finger of right hand of the father, on the
tongue of the boy. In the same way the production of intelligence is advised to perform
by giving clarified butter to the child along with offering of the sacrifices?

APASTAMBA G-/?HYASUTRA: In this Grhyssutre, desirable and undesirable
character of girl who is going to be selected for marriage was described in detail.

Undesirable girl for marriage: Girl with the following characters is said to be avoided
for marriage; a girl who sleeps, or cries, or has left home, who has been given to
another, who is guarded by her relations, and one who looks wicked, who is a most
excellent one, or who is like the fabulous deer Sarabha, a hunch-back, a girl of monstrous
appearance, a bald-headed girl, a girl whose skin is like a frog's, a girl who has gone
over to another family, a girl given to sensual pleasures, or one who has too many
friends, or who has a fine younger sister, or one whose age is too near to that of the
bridegroom. And also girls who have the name of a naksstru, or of a river, or of a tree,
are objectionable, girls in whose names the last letter but one is r or III.

Desirable girl for marriage: Girl, who is having good family and character, with auspicious
characteristics, and of good health, learning, can be married by bridegroom. A wife
who is pleasing to his mind and eyes will bring happiness to him".
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Method of cohabitation: For the first three days of menstrual period, through three
nights both wife and husband should sleep on the ground, they should be chaste, and
avoid salt and pungent food. Sleeping-places should be anointed with perfumes and
wrapped round with a garment or a thread. In the last part of the fourth night husband
should take up the oblation by putting of wood on the fire down to the Agyabhaga
oblations II .

Ceremony to be performed before coitus - wife has to sit down to the west of
the fire, facing the east should perform oblations with three Vyiihrt: and the word Om
as the fourth. Then both wife and husband should look at each other by enchanting
with two verses and then besmear the region of their hearts with remains of Agya; then
husband should murmur the three verses prescribed for it, when cohabiting with wife!'.

Time of Cohabitation for conception: During wife's monthly periods, husband should
instruct her about the things forbidden to menstrual women, described in the Briibmsns.
After stopping of menstrual blood flow she has to take bath and then he should cohabit
with her. On each following even number night from fourth to sixteenth day, brings
more excellent offspring to them, if chosen for cohabitation ".

Simentonnsysns Ssmsksra: The Simsntonnsysne is advised to perform in the fourth
month of pregnancy. The husband serves food to Brtihmsns and causes them to
pronounce auspicious wishes; then, after the ceremony from the putting of wood on
the fire down to the Agyabhaga oblations, while the wife should take hold of him, and
enters upon the performance of the Gaya and oblations. Followed by parting of hair
should be done".

Pumssvsnsksrme: It is advised to perform, when the pregnancy has become evident,
during the constellation Tisys nsksstrs. Drugs advised to use are - shoots from branch
of a Nyagrodhs tree, which points eastward or northward with two fruits that look like
testicles. It advised to pound medicines by a girl who has not yet attained maturity, on
an upper mill-stone with another upper mill-stone, and to pour water on it; then husband
has to make his wife to lie down on her back to the west of the fire, facing the east, and
instill the pounded substance with his thumb into her right nostril. By following this
procedure the wife will give birth to a son 11 •
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Management for Quick delivery: To conduct a quick delivery, husband, with a shallow
cup that has not been used before, draw the water in the direction of the river's current;
and at his wife's feet he has to lay down a Tilryantfplant; then touch his wife, who is
soon to be delivered, and sprinkle her with the water, with the three verses prescribed
for this procedure i.e Ysdi jeriiyu ns psted evemvihitsbhir eviidbhir uttsrdbhytim
avokset",

Conclusion

The concepts of maternal and child health care are found in detail in the Rgved«
ssmhits onwards. The concept of conception, and conditions favoring high quality
progeny, desirable male and female partners to produce high quality progeny, period of
fertility, methods to achieve desirable sex are described in order to achieve eugenics.

Comprehensive description about the maternal nutrition and nourishment of
fetus and formation of fetus and its development for about nine months, descent of
Atms into fetus (GarbhavakrantJ) etc are also described in Vedic folklore. Care of
intra-partum, time of onset of labour, mechanism of labour etc are also described.

Child care is also described in advanced manner by covering the neonatal care
to school education. These SariJskara(rites) advised to perform from neonatal period
to childhood are very scientific and supportive in the growth and development of child
in all respects.
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